
IXL SCHOOLS SCORE HIGHER ON STANDARDIZED TESTS
In studies covering over 42,000 schools in 12 states, IXL schools outperformed non-IXL schools 
on state assessments. And the longer schools use IXL, the bigger their gains.

IXL for Assessment Success

IXL is helping districts around the country achieve success on 
standardized assessments. With an evidence-backed,  

standards-aligned curriculum, IXL can help you meet your goals.

Findings include:

• In Georgia, schools that used IXL for two years scored higher than non-IXL schools by 16 
percentile points in ELA and 6 percentile points in math on the Georgia Milestones. 

• Texas schools using IXL outperformed schools without IXL on STAAR exams, by as much 
as 11 percentile points in math, 17 percentile points in reading, and 8 percentile points  
in writing. 

• On the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments, the proficiency rate for Title I schools 
using IXL for three years was 8 percentile points higher in math and 13 percentile points 
higher in ELA compared to Title I schools not using IXL.

See more research at www.ixl.com/research
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The IXL Effect

Our research also uncovered simple IXL implementation strategies that lead to higher 
achievement on assessments, such as having students answer at least 15 questions per week 
and aim for a SmartScore of 80 and above. 

        Discover more at www.ixl.com/ixl-effect

IXL IS FULLY ALIGNED TO YOUR STATE STANDARDS
IXL has made it a priority to fully align our curriculum to the Common Core and state standards 
for all 50 states (including TEKS and Virginia SOL). For any standard, any lesson, teachers can 
turn to IXL and find exactly the skill they need to help their students. 

IXL unpacks your standards 
into scaffolded building 

blocks, giving teachers the 
ability to target instruction 

and drive authentic mastery.

IXL offers multiple skills to 
support each standard, 

ensuring comprehensive 
coverage of every concept.

See your state’s alignments at www.ixl.com/standards

http://www.ixl.com/ixl-effect
http://www.ixl.com/standards


WHY IXL’S CURRICULUM LEADS TO SUCCESS
IXL has spent more than 10 years building a comprehensive, in-depth curriculum, and our unique 
approach to learning accelerates growth for every student.

Mastery-based curriculum

IXL is specifically designed to help any student build mastery. Our curriculum is finely scaffolded 
and deeply adaptive, ensuring students build a strong foundation and understand each concept 
or standard in multiple contexts. 

Rigor

IXL’s skills are rigorous and complex, featuring interactivity, multiple representations,  
multi-stage questions, and other approaches that help students apply their foundational  
skills to higher-order thinking processes. And within each skill, proficiency and mastery are  
high standards: students must demonstrate they can answer the most challenging questions  
correctly and consistently.

Personalized guidance

In order to grow, students need the right 
learning opportunities at the right time. IXL 
uses insights from the Real-Time Diagnostic 
and student skill practice to build a unique 
Recommendations wall for every student. 
This wall is filled with skill suggestions to 
help each learner target their knowledge 
gaps, find enrichment opportunities, and 
more. With this fully personalized guidance 
through the IXL curriculum, students can 
make more progress, faster.

Learn more about IXL’s curriculum at  
www.ixl.com/membership/administrators/curriculum

http://www.ixl.com/membership/administrators/curriculum

